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August   23,   2020  

Happy   Week   of   August   23rd   Everyone,  

I   hope   you   all   had   an   incredible   week.   This   is   always   a   time   of   year   when   doubt   seems   to   rise.  
Students   of   all   ages   are   staggering   back   to   school.   Most   of   Broward   County,   Florida   is   back   to  
school.   College   students   are   making   the   journey   to   the   best   four   years   of   their   lives   and   K-12  
students   return   to   the   classroom   over   the   next   couple   of   weeks.   There   are   also   two   tropical  
storm/hurricanes   in   the   Gulf   of   Mexico.   Many   will   say   that   this   is   just   2020.   How   to   handle   the  
stress   and   uncertainty?  

There   are   a   couple   of   ways   that   we   can   help.   The   most   popular   choice   is   to   panic   and   give   in   to  
anxiety.   That   is   an   option,   but   probably   not   the   best   choice.   An   alternative   might   be   to  
acknowledge   that   there   are   things   that   we   cannot   control.   Hurricanes   are   not   in   our   power   to  
control.   We   can   prepare   for   them   and   everyone   should.   Meditation   is   a   great   idea   to   calm   the  
mind.   Different   aromas   help,   too.   Lavender   is   an   incredible   soothing   smell.   Doing   Yoga   and/or  
working   out   clears   the   mind.   All   of   those   are   incredible.   Try   staying   present.   Eckart   Tolle   states,  
“Accept   the   present   moment   and   find   the   perfection   that   is   deeper   than   any   form   and   untouched  
by   time.”   We   cannot   control   the   future.   We   can   prepare.   So   many   people   seem   to   stress   and  
stress.   Studying   for   a   test   is   preparation.   Buying   supplies   and   putting   up   shutters   is   hurricane  
preparation.   Buying   dorm   items   is   part   of   college   preparation.   Living   in   the   present   does   not  
mean   ignoring   that   there   is   a   future.   We   just   can’t   control   the   future.   We   can   have   an   impact  
through   preparation,   but   we   cannot   control   it.   Staying   present   is   something   we   can   control.  
Breathing   and   enjoying   where   you   are   at   this   moment   will   bring   a   peace   of   mind   like   no   other.  

MindFULL   me   has   also   created   a   “School   Tools”   section   on   our   website.   These   exercises   are  
excellent   for   a   quick   centering.   Please   visit   mindFULLme.org   and   click   on   the   School   Tools   tab.  
You   will   find   ten   simple   2-5   minute   exercises   to   help   you.   Do   one   daily!  

We   have   so   many   new   tools   coming   out   over   the   next   couple   of   weeks.   In   the   meantime,   Dan  
will   bring   us   a   new   meditation   tomorrow.   Need   to   Heed   will   bring   us   new   topics   to   think   about.  
You   can   also   listen   to   our   first   Summit   right   from   our   website.   On   August   1st,   we   brought   you   all  
three   master   classes   including   one   on   gratitude   and   one   on   meditation.   This   was   all   free.   Please  
visit   our   website,   mindFULLme.org.  
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We   invite   you   to   email   us   suggestions   on   our   website,   mindFULLME.org   for   podcast   and  
meditation   topics.   Please   visit   mindFULLME.org,   Apple   Podcasts,   Google   Play,   Spottily   or  
wherever   you   get   your   podcasts,   as   well   as   YouTube.   Please   do   not   forget   to   like   and   subscribe!  

Most   importantly,   thank   you   to   all   who   have   liked,   subscribed   and   followed   us.  
MindFULLME.org   is   ever   growing   and   expanding.   Please   continue   to   Heal   with   Us   and   Empty  
Your   Glass.  

The   MindFULL   ME   Board  
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